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Abstract
The purpose of this article, "Possibility of increasing approach to MENTAL" is to analyse users access to the knowledge
system MENTAL, that was implemented in 2011 in an environment of Staff Information System (SIS). For this analysis
was twice carried out a collection of information about users access to the SIS. Within two years, there has been
a reduction in the number of visitors, and therefore the article will deal not only about the MENTAL, but also about possibilities how to increase the number of these approaches.
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1.

Introduction

Knowledge system MENTAL solves the problem of
knowledge management of the Czech Armed Forces
Network Enabled Capability (CAF NEC). Knowledge system MENTAL is the result of the defense research project
and development project for the Department of Communication and Information Systems. MENTAL project was
launched in 2008 with the aim of processing the analysis of
knowledge-based approaches, ontologies and ontology
languages, assessing their suitability for use in the Army.
Emphasis was placed on evaluating the state of security
solutions at CAF NEC, formalize a strategy NEC and develop conceptual NEC encyclopedia, design methodology
for developing knowledge-based systems in the Army, develop ontologies of Ground Forcers C2 System (GFCCS),
and security of NEC.
For the practical implementation of the knowledge
system has been selected MENTAL SW tool AToM2, a
product of AION CS. AToM2 is a set of software tools for
the construction, maintenance and presentation of the information and knowledge and it is backed organized on
principles of TM (Topic Maps). AToM2 can implement
taxonomies, faceted classifications, network keywords,
dictionaries, encyclopedias, thesauri, indexes, catalogs, information collection documents, photo bank, timeline of
events with easy creation of interconnections and clusters.
At the end of 2011 was functional model of MENTAL
knowledge system (FV v2.0) implemented to Army Staff
Information System (SIS CAF). SIS CAF is designed to
support and integrate command and staff operations at the
strategic, operational and tactical levels.
In 2011, the project went through review process.
Opponent conclusions noted strong potential for

implementation of the project MENTAL in the CAF environment.
Therefore MENTAL was implemented in the SIS
environment for CAF personnel. That’s better than military
personnel can easily familiarize with the project in an
environment in which information is support for command
and control of the Ministry of Defence.
To the SIS system has been implemented:
• MENTAL - Knowledge Management System CAF
• Army.
• NEC - Glossary.
• Laws for the people.
To the installed systems were also attached documents:
• Functional model of MENTAL.
• The methodology for creating knowledge systems
version 1.0.
• User documentation for working with AToM SW
version 2.1.
2.

Implementation

Preparation of implementation took place in cooperation
with AION CS, Zlin and 34. CIS base, Prague. Basic
installation requirements have been prepared in the "
Installation of knowledge management MENTAL Knowledge Management NEC CAF to SIS", which took
place on the basis of cooperative meeting.
To the SIS was installed knowledge system for the
administration of Network Enabled Capability - MENTAL,
as a result of dealing with defense research project (20082011). The project was implemented by University of defence, Faculty of Military Technology, Department of CIS;
research leader prof. Ing. Ladislav Burita, PhD.

MENTAL installation to a staff information system environment is given the possibility of familiarization with
knowledge system, which was implemented by using
commercial software AToM2 from AION, Ltd. Zlín. Access to the knowledge portal MENTAL was part of the SIS
by the end of 2012.
Knowledge-based system, unlike information systems,
associates the information in the context of which are
selected from any form of documents (text, image,
diagram). In particular, context information is important,
therefore link information from one to the other, if they
have some connection. Imagine the possibility of
processing
in
such
a
manner
all
relevant
Defense Department documents, so the user would not
have to look in sets of documents which over time cease to
have an overview, but finished it by simple navigation
using ontology.
SW AToM2 is also used for implementing "Laws for
the people", which contains a selected set of Laws, relating
in particular to the armed forces. The installation is open to
"Methodology of knowledge systems in the Ministry of
Defence", which sections MoD/CIS after the commentary
assumes control issue. The methodology is also a result of
the project MENTAL and projects for the development organization of the Department of Communication and Information Systems, Faculty of Military Technology, University of Defence. A detailed description of the MENTAL
and user's guide for working with SW AToM2 is part of
the document "Description of the functional model MENTAL". A detailed instruction for working with
AToM2 is still a set of user manuals.
The process of installation and operation
The installation was carried out jointly by AION CS and
management department SIS 34.CIS base. Installed
software was prepared in the form of a virtualized system,
which includes Windows Server 2008 R2, database server
MS SQL 2008 and SW AToM2 with knowledge systems.
SW license lent Department of Communication and
information systems.
During installation there was no problem. Additionally,
there was not recorded any problems during testing period
and whatever necessity of servicing.
This argument is essential for awards cooperation with
the supplier of software companies AION CS, which
proved to be a strong, technically proficient contractor
operated technology and reliable partner of the research
team and the MOD.
3.

User experiences

Entrance data for analyzing of visitors number was
collected on a page of knowledge management, that is implemented in SIS (Figure 1). For each approach was possible to get information concerning visited term, first name
and last name, unit affiliation, and date and time of visit.
Sample collection of information is shown in Fig. 1.
Names and unit affiliation are intentionally modified.

Fig. 1. Entrance data
From January to October 2013 looked for information
in system AToM2 total of 32 CAF employees in a total of
104 accesses. Compared with 2012 it is a three-quarter
drop in attendance. In 2012 the collection of information
was realized from January to November and the site of
AToM2 visited 118 employees in a total of 532 accesses.
One of the reasons for that is implementation and debugging of the system in 2012 and a large number of accesses
was due to MENTAL work team.
Comparison of the number of accesses from the years
2012 and 2013 is shown in Table 1. The table clearly
shows a large difference in the number of accesses in each
month. Actually, there was no access to knowledge system
MENTAL in April 2013.

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

Number of
accesses
2012
109
83
110
95
4
12
17
62
8
7
25

Number of
accesses
2013
10
6
0
28
4
5
20
14
4
13

Table 1. Number of accesses comparison
Analysis of the search terms
Further analysis was focused on the terms with the highest
number of visits. SIS users most looked for The Promise

and Code of Ethics of a Professional Soldier, which
discussed the implementation of the Concept of the
professional Army of the Czech Republic and the mobilization of the armed forces of the Czech Republic.
The second most frequented term was Ground Forcers
C2 System. GFCCS is an extensive project that brings not
only the introduction of new technical features and technologies, but also a means for the necessary change in the
style and content of work activities commanders and their
staffs, and consequently a means to optimize their organizational structures. The user's attention was completely focused on both the GFCCS of Ground Forces, and the
GFCCS of Air Forces.
Further was detected interest of user to Manuals of the
GFCCS of Ground Forces, Common view of the situation
in an integrated environment NEC issues and SOANEC
(Service Oriented Architecture NEC).
The third term with the highest number of visits was
NEC (Network Enabled Capability). NEC is understood as
a coherent integration of sensors, commanders and staffs,
weapon systems, developing the army's ability to act flexibly and efficiently. In an integrated environment, commanders will be better informed about the situation on the
battlefield. At the event will be able to adequately respond
to voice and data communications. NEC is a long-term
transformation program, it will take many more years
before communication and information systems, operational procedures and knowledge will be connected with
result of a significant improvement of military operations.
The entire list of the most search terms is given in Table 2.

Searching concept
The promise and Code of Ethics of
a professional soldier
GFCCS
NEC
Armed forces
MENTAL - Knowledge Management NEC of the ACR
SPEC
Defence Planning
Czech Republic Armed Forces
The system of goals
SOANEC

Number
Number
of visitors of visitors
2012
2013
26
14
8
7

9
8
1
1

7
7
5
5
5
5

1
0
1
1
0
0

Table 2. The most search terms
4.

Aspects of page access reducing to knowledge
system MENTAL

As previously mentioned, knowledge system MENTAL
pages are located on a staff information system. On the
homepage of SIS are links to Intranet, terminal access,
phone book and other references, but nowhere is a direct
link to the knowledge system MENTAL. There are no in-

formation about knowledge system MENTAL. To find the
information concerning knowledge system user must click
on Intranet link. The user has the option to open AToM2,
demo version of the law for people, Encyclopaedia NEC
and MENTAL knowledge system documentation (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Depicting of knowledge system MENTAL on SIS
For access to knowledge system MENTAL information
user has to click on AToM2 link. That’s the way to
knowledge system MENTAL that is no difficult, but as
mentioned above, there is no information on SIS homepage
relating to that.
On the MENTAL homepage, the users can mainly
search and filtering information. Next, the users can find
support for the activities of interest groups, such as forum,
news articles and the history of activity on the
portal, bookmarks, calendar, etc. In case, the users find the
way to knowledge system they can use its advantages, but
they have to find it, or to hear about that from their
colleagues. So the first problem of increasing the number
of access is better information concerning knowledge
system MENTAL. The best way is permanent placing of
that information on SIS homepage.
The next problem concerning the number of accesses is
possible to see in a scope of the processing of terms in the
knowledge system. A lot of terms are processed only on
basic level without more information in lower level. As an
example of good processed term is possible mention The
promise and Code of Ethics of a professional soldier. That
the most searched term was searched 26 times in 2012 and
nine times in 2013. It is important to note that this term
does not contain any links to other sites of the knowledge
system.
From the perspective of poor processing can be characterized for example the term Ground Forcers C2 System of
the CAF Ground forces. Mentioned term is processed only
on basic level and there are no possibilities to get
knowledge any more detail in formation except structure.
The user can find the information concerning Main subsystems but no one subsystem is described in detail. Operational Tactical System was second the most visited term.
There were 14 accesses in 2012 and 8 accesses in 2013.
According to information from the history of access, many
users wanted more detailed information about that system,
but that information has not been processed.

The above information clearly indicates another
important aspect of increasing the number of access to the
knowledge system. It is based in adding more detailed
information to all important terms. Then this detailed
information will be very useful for military staff that uses
the SIS for their work.
The last important aspect is continuing update of
knowledge system. The history of approaches clearly
shows that during the 2013 visit the knowledge system
only two people from team that work on the project
MENTAL. These two users, however, approached to the
published information and knowledge system and they did
not make any update. Updating of any site on the Internet
is an integral part of the work of administrator. Knowledge
system MENTAL must be updated too but unfortunately
there was not noted anyone update in 2013.
5. Conclusion
The aim of this article was to briefly describe implementation, installation and operation of MENTAL knowledgebased system that uses software product AToM2. Next the
article describes user system experiences with analysis of
the search terms. This part described in detail number of
accesses on 2012 and 2013. From the history of accesses is
possible recognized three-quarter drop in a number of
accesses in 2013. One of the reasons for that is
implementation and debugging of the system in 2012 and a
large number of accesses was realized by MENTAL work
team. The article analyses the most visited terms. The most
visited terms in 2012 and 2013 were The Promise and
Code of Ethics of a Professional Soldier, Ground Forcers
C2 System and Network Enabled Capability. At the end of
the article are described the main factors of decreasing user
access to knowledge system MENTAL. The first problem
is that there is no direct way to MENTAL on homepage of
SIS. Second problem is in low quality of processing of implemented terms and the third problem is related to continuous updating of knowledge system information.
The article is prepared as a component of the research
project for the CIS Department, Faculty of Military
Technologies, and University of Defence. It introduces
some outcomes of the solutions in Command and Control
Information Systems (C2IS) and Knowledge Management
Systems (KMS). Our results are part of the education
process within the University of Defence, Brno.
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